Autopilot’s Outlook add-in enables you to automate the business processes that you typically try and manage using email. Automatically assign and move tasks in a defined and controlled manner from one user to the next, get a birds-eye-view of who is busy with what and be automatically informed of status’ and progress.

The add-in enhances your inbox with:

**QUICKTASKS**
A better way to assign tasks from your inbox so you can stop things slipping off the radar.

**QUICKFLOWS**
Automate simple sequences of action so you know that the right things will happen at the right time.

**RAPID REPORTS**
Performance insights right in your inbox so you’re always informed and in control.

Get Autopilot for Outlook now and #make_work_flow

Scan the QR code to get the add-in from store.office.com or find out more at www.autopilot.co.za